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The Ultimate CollectionThe Ultimate Elmo Jenkins Collection. Why mess around? Get the whole

enchilada - all six Elmo Jenkins books in one fell swoop. This Ultimate Collection includes all six

Elmo Jenkins novels. Why hassle with multiple downloads? Get all the fun with one click! Over

thirteen hundred pages of clean humor, meaningful stories, well drawn characters, interesting

dilemmas - all seen through the eyes of Elmo Jenkins and his cadre of eccentric friends.In this

Ultimate Collection you&apos;ll get all six books:Ordained IrreverenceSome Things Never

ChangeThe Old Man and the TeaA Tale of Two ElmosA Time 4 FriendsHearts on FireYou get over

1,300 pages of hilarious anecdotes, touching stories, and spiritual insights all woven into the

day-to-day life of young minister, Elmo Jenkins.The readers say it best: "Not since Mitford has the

day-to-day life of a minister been so much fun."
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With this single offering, you get the best of Elmo Jenkins, and it used to be the full series till the



release of book six. If you like your religious fiction with heart, some clean romance, much much

humor, some mystery, and a small bit of sermonizing, though none of it gets in the way and detracts

from the other goings-on, this is your set, and is an easy 6 out of five stars. Laugh out loud moments

are a-plenty, so be careful who's around.Though the core of this collection is the four novels, The

Old Man and the Tea being my personal favorite, the four novelettes that follow, which are now

considered book five in the canon, add much for getting to know some of the other characters from

their viewpoint.I personally feel that the series could have stopped here as the latest novel, not

included here, does preach a bit more, and even stalls the plot and action a bit to pontificate on sin,

death, and other subjects through a radio show that Elmo does get involved with as an off shoot to

Father Ted's, and a disgruntle with a gun just seemed out of place in elmo's world. One could easily

look to the books in this collection here, especially my favorite listed above, as a masterclass in how

to pace things concerning plot, character development and message. Very very well done!

I loved this collection.The characters were great in whatever role they played in the books. Was fun

to go along on all the different adventures. The one book about each character repeated pretty

much the stories told in the other books and I wished it could have been better but, overall, I was

sad to read the last book knowing that this was the end of the journey. A fun read!

I enjoyed this book series. The first and last books were probably the best. One thing that bugs me

is when a book has several spelling and or syntax errors. This series had its share of such

blemishes.

I got the first book as a free kindle promotion and enjoyed it so much that I bought this, the entire

series. I found the books to be lighthearted and captivating. They were easy reads and kept my

attention and interest throughout. They are lighthearted, uplifting and fun to read. I would

recommend these books highly.

I have thoroughly enjoyed these books. I recommend them to anyone who enjoys a good, clean,

and humorous read. The same characters appear in all the books, some leave and a few new ones

arrive. These are stories about Elmo Jenkins, how he gets on staff at First Church and his life. For

those wondering, no these books are not preachy. Characters are well developed. We are also

given books focusing on individual characters from First Church. All in all fun and enjoyable, nice

easy reads.



If you like to laugh about church life, you will love The Elmo Jenkins Ultimate Collection. The books

follow the life of an intern pastor and his dealings with church staff and parishioners. The funny thing

is that all the things that happen are believable. There are also some serious events that occur and

make you think. If you enjoy a good read, with Christian themes, I highly recommend this collection.

I loved Elmo Jenkins and the easy funny stories in the book. I would and recommended these

books to friends!

Highly recommended! Fun stories all with a gentle lesson hidden inside. Regular folks disguised as

imperfect heroes or devilish antagonists. Non-preachy books I have shared with most everyone I

know. No need to filter out anybody with "special" beliefs so as to not offend. Just pleasantly simple

stories.
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